
Innovative accessories for convenient calling.

Acoustic mat
Reduces speakerphone vibrations on
desks or other hard surfaces, improves
the sound quality. Also great for use with
tape and digital recorders when recording
business meetings and classroom
lectures. Was $9.99 in 2001 catalog.

43-118 New Low Price! 4.99

Mini shoulder rest
Frees your hands. Fits flat -backed phones.
Was $6.99 in 2001 catalog. Black 43-158,

Dove Gray 43-159, New Low Price! 5.99

NEW Two-line adapter
Adapts single -line tone phone for use on
two lines. Automatically selects ringing
line on incoming calls, free line for
outgoing calls. 43-434 21.99

Caller ID blocker
Preserves you: privacy by preventing your
name and number from being revealed
on Caller ID screens. Easy plug-in hookup.
43-925 19.99
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Spike protector
Helps prevent damage to modems, Soft shoulder rest
phones, faxes and answerers due to Attach to phone handset to free your
voltage spikes on phone line. Includes hands. Ivory 43-134, Black 43-156,
7 -foot cord. 43-111 9 99 Dove Gray 43-157 7 99

Swivel phone stand
Gives you more freedom of movement
while you talk. Swivels a full 360' so your
phone stays pointed in your direction.
Low -profile. Was $4.99 in 2001 catalog.

43-198 New Low Price! 2.99
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RF line -noise filter
Helps reduce noise, static, and radio
interference from 3-30MHz. Easy to
install. Plugs into modular phone line.
Was $19.99 in 2001 catalog. Single -line.
43-150 New Low Price! 10.99
NEW Two-line. 279-151 12.99
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Mobile data connector
Use with digital or analog phone line.
Compatible with V.90 modems and
connects at up to 33.6kbps.
43-154 99.99
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NEW Phone amplifier
Adds speakerphone function to any
phone. Just plug into phone jack for
hands -free family and conference calls.
Headset jacc 43-428 29.99

Line -in -use indicator
Light bar shows if phone line is in use or
ringing. Includes cord plus hook -and -loop
fastener. 43-443 12.99
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"Quick hang-up"
announcement
module
Fast way to deal with
unwanted calls: press play

button, hang up the phone and your
announcement plays! Digitally records
announcement up to 8 seconds. Requires
9V battery. 43-147 19.99
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4 -way
switcher
Avoid annoying

interruptions. Selects just one device on a
line shared by up to 4 devices.
43-442 19.99

Two-way switch
Connects two devices to
the same phone line.
Switches between fax/
modem and answering

machine. 43-433 14.99
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Line restrictor
Prevents an extension phone from picking
up a line and interrupting a phone call,
data or fax transmission. Easy installation.
Requires one 9V battery. 43-445 ...9.99

90 -number auto -dialer
Adds fast, accurate one and two -touch
dialing to any phone-just plug it in.

Stores up to 32 digits in each memory
location-makes it easy to use long-
distance services that require access
codes and in calling out of the country.
Switchable tone/pulse dialing for use on
any line. Requires 2 "AAA" batteries.
43-444 49.99


